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ABSTRACT

Large changes in the sea ice cover have been observed recently. Because of the relevance of

such changes to climate change studies it is important that key ice concentration data sets used

for evaluating such changes are interpreted properly. High and medium resolution visible and

infrared satellite data are used in conjunction with passive microwave data to study the true

characteristics of the Antarctic sea ice cover, assess errors in currently available ice

concentration products, and evaluate the applications and limitations of the latter in polar process

studies. Cloud-free high resolution data provide valuable information about the natural

distribution, stage of formation, and composition of the ice cover that enables interpretation of

the large spatial and temporal variability of the microwave emissivity of Antarctic sea ice.

Comparative analyses of co-registered visible, infrared and microwave data were used to

evaluate ice concentrations derived from standard ice algorithms (i.e., Bootstrap and Team) and

investigate the 10 to 35 % difference in derived values from large areas within the ice pack,

especially in the Weddell Sea, Amundsen Sea, and Ross Sea regions. Landsat and OLS data



showapredominanceof thick consolidatedice in theseareasandshowgoodagreementwith

theBootstrapAlgorithm. While directmeasurementswerenotpossible,the lowervaluesfrom

theTeamAlgorithm resultsarelikely dueto layeringwithin the iceandsnowand/orsurface

flooding,whichareknownto affectthepolarizationratio. In predominantlynew ice regions,the

derivediceconcentrationfrompassivemicrowavedatais usuallylower thanthetruepercentage

becausethe emissivity of new ice changes with age and thickness and is lower than that of thick

ice. However, the product provides a more realistic characterization of the sea ice cover, and are

more useful in polar process studies since it allows for the identification of areas of significant

divergence and polynya activities. Also, heat and salinity fluxes are proportionately increased in

these areas compared to those from the thicker ice areas. A slight positive trend in ice extent and

area from 1978 through 2000 is observed consistent with slight continental cooling during the

period. However, the confidence in this result is only moderate because the overlap period for

key instruments is just one month and the sensitivity to changes in sensor characteristics,

calibration and threshold for the ice edge is quite high.

1. Introduction

Accurate quantification of sea ice concentration from satellite passive microwave data is

important because the latter provide the only long term and consistent day/night and almost all

weather coverage of the sea ice cover in the Polar Regions. Sea ice concentration data are used to

derive large-scale daily and monthly ice extents that are utilized in variability studies and trend

analysis of the ice cover. They are also used to quantify the area covered by open water and thin

ice in polynyas and divergence regions, which are in turn utilized to estimate vertical heat and

salinity fluxes in these regions. Accuracy is important since it is necessary to detect the few
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percentfractionof openwaterwithin thefootprint of the satellite sensor that can make a big

difference in the calculation of these fluxes (Maykut, 1978). Accuracy is also needed to validate

currently observed changes in the ice cover (Jacobs and Comiso, 1993; Bjorgo et al., 1997;

Cavalieri et al., 1997; Rothrock et al., 1999)

Sea ice concentrations have been derived from the single channel Electrically Scanning

Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) using a simple mixing algorithm that uses climatological

surface temperatures to correct for temperature effects (Comiso and Zwally, 1982; Zwally et al.,

1983; Parkinson et al., 1987). With the launch of the Scanning Multichannel Microwave

Radiometer (SMMR), new algorithms that make use of the frequency and polarization

dependence of the emissivity of the ice surface were developed, among which are the NASA

Team Algorithm and the Bootstrap Algorithm (Cavalieri et al., 1984; Comiso et al., 1984;

Comiso, 1986). These two algorithms were later adapted for the processing of Special Scanning

Microwave Imager (SSM/I) data when the latter was launched in 1987 and have been used to

generate continuous time series of ice data from 1979 to the present. These two algorithms also

provide the basis for the development of new algorithms for the new Advanced Microwave

Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) to be launched aboard the EOS-Aqua and NASDA-Adeos2

satellites. Steffen et al. (1992) summarizes the estimation of geophysical parameters using

passive microwave algorithms. A comparison of the monthly ice concentrations derived from

these two algorithms for the whole year of 1992 has been made and the results show good

consistency in the Central Arctic in winter but large discrepancies in the Antarctic and seasonal

regions of the Arctic in winter and the perennial regions in the summer (Comiso et al., 1997).

The differences in ice concentration are as large as 35 % in large areas of the Weddell, Ross, and
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AmundsenSeas.A similardiscrepancyhasbeenidentifiedearlierusingLandsatMSSimagery

to comparewith theNASA Teamiceconcentrationin theWeddellSeaon September18,1988

butwasnotusedin thecomparativeanalysis(Steffenand Schweiger, 1991). For studies of heat

and salinity fluxes, mass balance, and modeling in the polar regions, it is important, as indicated

earlier, that such discrepancies are resolved.

The key objectives of this study are to make use of passive microwave data in

conjunction with available cloud free high and medium resolution data (a) to fully characterize

the spatial and seasonal characteristics of the Antarctic sea ice cover; (b) gain insights into the

large differences between the Bootstrap and the NASA Team algorithms as described by Comiso

et al. (1997); and (c) to assess the value as well as limitations of ice concentration products

currently used in polar process studies. In this study, we make use of data from Landsat,

Advance Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVH_), and Defense Meteorological

Satellite/Operational Linescan System (DMSP/OLS). Landsat data, which have resolutions of

either 30 m for Thematic Mapper (TM) and 82 m for Multispectral Scanner (MSS), clearly

provide the resolution needed to get an accurate estimate of open water fraction during cloud free
z :

daytime conditions. It should be noted, however, that even at these resolutions, there are

sometimes ambiguities in the interpretation of the data. For example, the dimensions of ice cover

features, such as leads and pancakes, can be smaller than the 30-m resolution. Nevertheless,

linear features such as leads with high contrast (dark lead in white ice) can be resolved to within

1/3 of the pixel size of the sensor (Steffen and Schweiger, 1991) and even in the worse case

scenarios, the high-resolution data are likely the best validation tool available and provide at

least the upper limit in the percentage of open water. The OLS and AVHRR data, have even
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coarserresolutionsat600m and 1.2km, respectively,but theyprovidesubstantiallylarger

spatialcoverageandtheyenableextrapolationof resultsfrom limited numberof Landsatdatato

a largefractionof theAntarcticseaicecover.

2. Characteristics of the Antarctic Sea Ice Cover

The sea ice cover is a continuously evolving material from the time of formation to the

time it melts. It starts with the accumulation of frazil ice at the surface into a loosely assembled

ice sheet, called grease ice (Fig. 1a), and then a solid sheet in the form of nilas or pancake (Fig.

l c) depending on environmental conditions (Allison, 1981; Steffen, 1986; Ackley et al., 1990).

The ice sheet then grows in size and thickness through thermodynamics and through rafting

(Fig. lc,d) and ridging (Fig. le), the latter due to wind, waves (Fig. lb), and tidal effects. Sea ice

ii

with thickness of about 30 cm is called young ice (Tig. 1f), which becomes first year ice as it

gets thicker and acquires a snow cover. More detailed characterization of the physical properties
5

of the sea ice cover is described elsewhere (e.g., Weeks andAckley, 1986; Eicken et al., 1991 ;

Tucker et al., 1992). The presence of relatively thick ice cover serves to suppress the effect of

waves on ice breakup causing the formation of an almost continuous ice sheet a few hundred

meters beyond the ice edge. The ice sheets are vast in extent but are seldom horizontally

homogeneous and are occasionally broken by tides, waves, and strong wind to form leads. A

typical Antarctic ice sheet in winter taken during the 1989 Weddell Gyre Experiment with R.V.

Polarstern is shown in Figure 2. The photograph shows indications of ridging and flooding in

the ice sheet and the presence of a lead about 150 m wide. When an ice floe survives at least one

summer, it becomes a multiyear ice floe. Differences in the history of formation and the effects

of wind and weather cause the ice cover to become inhomogeneous and/or regionally different.
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To gain insightsinto theseasonalandspatialvariability in thesmall-scalecharacteristics

of the icecover,wemakeuseof Landsatimagestakenfrom areasindicatedin Figure3. The

largeseasonalityin theAntarcticseaiceextentis well known(Zwallyet al., 1983). Less known

is the large scale seasonality in the physical properties of the Antarctic sea ice cover. Such

seasonal changes in the physical characteristics are vividly illustrated by two Landsat TM

satellite images in the vicinity of Cape Batterbee (64.31 ° S, 54.50 o E) (Fig. 3, boxes 1 and 2).

The first scene (Fig. 4a) represents the summer/early-fall conditions during freeze-up, with new

ice forming along the coastal region, extending up to 70 km off-shore. The ice cover consists

primarily of young ice, a mixture of slush, shuga and possibly pancakes ice. Shuga is an

accumulation of spongy white ice lumps, a few centimeters across. It is formed from grease ice

or slush (Steffen, 1986). With the interaction of surface wind and waves, shuga lines up along the

wind direction and forms the characteristic ice bands which can been seen in the first Landsat

image (Fig. 4a) as well as in the aerial photograph_ig, la). Surface waves can be identified in

the Landsat sub-scene (Fig. 4b, 12 km x 12 km). Icebergs are also visible in this image, leaving

an open water path in the shuga ice cover while traveling with the ocean current. The NCEP

reanalysis pressure field of the 500 mb geopotential height shows a low pressure cell east and

west of Cape Batterbee with a weak high pressure ridge running south-north along the 60 ° E

Longitude (Fig. 4c). Given the low pressure gradient over the region, we would not expect strong

surface winds in the Cape Batterbee region. According to the NCEP reanalysis (Fig. 4d), the 2-m

air temperature was just a few degrees below freezing over the ocean region at Cape Batterbee,

indicating that the ice cover starts to form. There is no fast ice along the coast.

Sea ice conditions are quite different in spring for the same region off Cape Batterbee
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(Fig. 3,box2), shownin theLandsatTM image,just eightmonthslater (Fig.5).Thepackice is

pushedawayfrom thecoastbythekatabaticairflow, leavingathin ice regionof 10-20km (Fig.

5a,c). To theeastof CapeBatterbee,fastice in theMagnetBay is still attachedto thecoast,

preventingnumeroustabularicebergsfrom drifting with thepackice(Fig. 5b).Thepackice is

heavilybroken,with floe sizesrangingfrom tenthsof kilometersto sub-pixelresolution(Fig.

5d). It is interestingto notethattheindividual ice floesarecomposedof amatrix of floes frozen

together.By usingthespectralchannels3 (620-690nm), 4 (760-900nm) and5(1550-1750nm)

in acolor compositeimage(red-green-blue:channels3,4,5),thedifferent floescanbereadily

identifiedby their lightercolor(Fig. 5d).Also remnantsof melt lakescanbeidentified on

severalof thefloesby their darkappearance.Most of thedarkoceansurfaceis actuallycovered

with nilas,andicetypeof only 5-10cm in thickileSs.Thiscanonly beseenby stretchingthe

dynamicrange(8 bit) of theTM scene(Fig. 5c).Accordingto theNCEPreanalysisair

temperaturefield, sub-freezingtemperatures(-266 K) werepredictedfor theoceanregionon

thatdate.

Thecircumpolarnatureandgeneralcharacteristicsof theAntarcticseaicecoverare

illustratedin theAVHRR images in the visible channel during the last weeks of April and

November 1989 (Figs. 6a and 6b). The data are weekly averages derived from AVHRR Global

Area Coverage (GAC) data and mapped into a 6.25 by 6.25 km grid as described by Comiso

(2000). Although the resolution is relatively coarse, these images are still at a much better

resolution than the passive microwave images (Figs. 6c and 6d) and provide a means to assess

independently the general nature of the ice cover during the growing and melting seasons.

Polynyas, especially near the coastal regions, are shown in the AVHRR images as relatively



darkerthanthethicker icecoverevenwhentheyarealreadycoveredby newice.At the

marginalicezones,the icecoveris alsoshownto begrayishandsometimesdifficult to

discriminatefrom openwater.But overall,the imagesprovidean ideaabouttheregionsof high

consolidationandareasof divergenceor activeice formation.

Thecolor-codedimagesin Figures6cand6dcorrespondto seaiceconcentrations

derivedusingtheBootstrapAlgorithm for theperiodscorrespondingto thoseof 6aand6b,

respectively.Overall,thereis agoodcoherencein the imageswith thegrayareasin theAVHRR

satelliteimagecorrespondingto therelativelylow concentrationiceareasdepictedin thepassive

microwavedata.While thesignatureslook similar for bothvisibleandpassivemicrowave,the

samevaluesof iceconcentrationsfromthetwo periodsrepresentavery differenttypeof ice

coverasdiscussedpreviously.During thegrowthperiodin autumn,largeareasin the icecovered

regionlook grayin theAVHRR mapbut thetrue iceconcentrationis actuallyhigherthanthat

providedby thepassivemicrowavedata,themainreasonbeingthatnew(or thin) icetypeshave

lowerreflectivitiesandmicrowaveemissivitiesthanthethickerice types.On the other hand,

during the melt/decay period, the gray (low reflectivity) areas correspond proportionately to the

relatively low concentration ice cover depicted by the corresponding passive microwave data. A

more detailed analysis and discussion of this phenomenon will be provided in the following

sections.

3.0 Determination of Ice Concentration from Satellite Data

Sea ice concentration has been defined as the fraction of ice covered areas within the

field of view of satellite observation. Although the resolution of passive microwave satellite data

is relatively coarse at about 25 km by 25 km, the use of a mixing algorithm makes the derived ice
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concentrationbasicallyresolutionindependent.Thealgorithms,however,assumesthat within

the icepack,weeitherhavethick (white)iceor openwater.While dominantlythecasein spring

andsummer,thedefinition is notaseasyto apply in winterbecauseduring this time of ice

growth,seaice is acontinuouslyevolvingicesheetor cakesthatchangesin thicknessand

characterwhile atthesametime, its passivemicrowaveemissivity,andhencebrightness

temperaturechangesaswell. In general,thederivediceconcentrationprovidesa realistic

physicalrepresentationof the icepacksinceit enablesidentificationof locationsof important

features,suchasleadsandpolynyas,evenif thesurfaceof the latter isnewly frozen. This in turn

providethemeansto betterquantifyheatandsalinity fluxesaswell astheapproximatevolume

of the icecover. TheLandsat(andothervisiblechannel)iceconcentrationretrievalmakesuse

of thereflectionof solarlight andthereforecandistinguishnotonly openwaterandwhite ice,

but alsoyoungice,grayandgray-whiteicetypes. Wewill usethelatter to betterunderstandice

retrievalsfrom passivemicrowavesensorsandhow suchretrievalscouldbebetterutilized for

polarprocessstudies.

3.1 NASA Team and Bootstrap Algorithms

The brightness temperature observed by the satellite sensor originates dominantly from

the Earth's surface but in part from the atmosphere and from outer space. At the frequencies used

in ice algorithms, the spatial variations in the effects from the atmosphere and that of outer space

are assumed to be small (Comiso and Zwally, 1982). The basic equation used by the two

algorithms for deriving sea ice concentration, C_, is as follows:

TB =TICI + To(I - Cz) (1)
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whereTBis thesatelliteobservedbrightnesstemperature, T_ is the brightness temperature of

ice, and To is the brightness temperature of open water within the Antarctic ice pack. This

equation is applicable to any frequency or polarization channel. The unknowns in this equation

are Ti and To. TI is a function of the ice emissivity and the emitting ice temperature, both of

which changes spatially and temporally. Within the ice pack, To is assumed constant in winter

since open water in the region have uniform emissivity and temperature but is adjusted slightly

during the summer because of wanner temperatures and slightly different emissivity due to

larger areas of open water that is more vulnerable to foam and surface roughness due to wind and

other external factors. If To and Tj can be determined very accurately, equation 1 should provide

a good estimate of open water within the pack regardless of sensor resolution. The two

algorithms make use of different sets of channels and different techniques to obtain Tl as

described elsewhere (Cavalieri et al., 1984; Comiso et al., 1984; Steffen et al., 1992; Comiso et

al., 1997). If the assumptions are satisfied in both techniques, the results from the two algorithms

should be in good agreement. Although there are many areas where there is general agreement,

there are also large areas where they disagree, as pointed out in Comiso et al. (1997). More

details about the differences in the techniques that lead to differences in the results will be

discussed in a later section on comparative analysis. The error in the retrieval of ice

concentration from passive microwave data has been estimated at about 5 to 10% during autumn

and winter and about 10 to 20% during the spring and summer.

3.2 Landsat Processing

For detailed studies of ice distributions and characteristics and validation of the DMSP

SSM/I ice algorithms, 7 cloud-free Landsat scenes around Antarctica were selected (Fig. 3),
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providingavarietyof iceconcentrationsandice types(Table1).Thedigital Landsatdatawere

transformedto apolarstereographicgrid with 25km analysiscellsto matchthe SSM/Iderived

iceconcentrationsfrom theNASA TeamandBootstrapalgorithms.Ice concentrationshavebeen

derivedfrom LandsatMSSandTM imagesin anumberof previousstudiesusingdifferent

methods,whicharebasedon thereflectivitydifferencebetweenwaterandice (Hall, 1980;Ito,

1985; Comiso and Zwally, 1982). In this study, we used the methods described by Steffen and

Schweiger (1991) depending on the ice types present in the Landsat image; (1) a maximum

likelihood classifier utilizing reflectivity differences between ice types when different surface

types such as open water/nilas, gray ice, gray-white ice and white ice are present during spring

and fall, and (2) a tie point algorithm that accounts for sub-resolution ice features when only

open water and white ice are present in summer. The Landsat data thus enable the determination

of true open water and the fraction of different new ice types within the footprint of the passive

microwave sensor.

The Landsat MSS instantaneous field of view (IFOV) that can be defined as the ground

area viewed by the sensor at a given instant in time is nominal at 82 m x 82 m for Landsat 4 and

5. The MSS scene consists of 2400 scan lines, each composed of 3240 pixels representing an

area of 170 km x 185 km. The Landsat TM data were calibrated using the Environment for

Visualization Images (ENVI) software. The physical antenna temperatures for channel 6 (the

thermal infrared channel) were derived by using the EOSAT-supplied conversion coefficients.

The visible, near-, and mid-infrared channels 1 to 5 have an IFOV of 30 m, whereas the thermal

infrared channel 6 has only an IFOV of 120 m. The TM imagery is analogous to MSS imagery

with respect to aerial coverage.
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Owingto thehigh reflectancelevelsof snowandicein the blue-green spectral range,

TM channel 1 (450-520 nm) is frequently saturated and can be utilized for ice classification only

under low sun angle illumination conditions. Reflectance differences between thin ice types and

ice-free ocean are greatest in the red and near infrared range, so that TM channels 3 (630-690

run) and 4 (760-900 nm) are most suitable for the determination of ice concentration. Further,

channel 6 (10.4-12.5 _tm) is very useful for thermal mapping and to distinguish between ice-free,

different young ice types, and first-year ice/old ice. The thermal channel was not used as a

primary channel for TM ice typing. For Landsat MSS, the channels 2 (600-700 nm), 3 (700-800

rim) and 4 (800-1100 nm) were used for ice typing. For the tie point algorithm (summer

conditions), only TM channel 4 or MSS channel 4 was used.

Ice type classification from Landsat imagery is possible because ice reflectivity is related

to ice thickness. The thinner the ice, the darker it appears in the imagery. Consequently, the

digital numbers or the spectral radiance per wavelength values (W m -2 sr t _m l) of the imagery

can be related to ice thickness. Comparison of Landsat MSS derived ice thickness with ground

reflectance measurements during the Arctic Ice Dynamic Joint Experiment indicate that it is

possible to infer ice thickness up to 0.6 m with an accuracy of+ 0.05 m when climatologically

derived growth rates are incorporated in the calibration [Hall, 1980].

Selection of points belonging to each surface type such as ice-free, nilas, gray ice, gray-

white ice, thin first-year ice, medium and thick first-year ice was done using the ENVI software.

For each of the seven ice categories, pixels were visually identified and selected from TM

channel 4 or MSS channel 4 image enhanced to show the greatest separation between each

category and all the others, typically over 1000 points from several image sub-regions. After a
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sufficientnumberof trainingdatapointsfor eachcategorywasaccumulated,ENVI wasused

to generateice typeclassstatistics(means,standarddeviations)for thesepointsusingTM

channel4 or MSSchannel4. Havingobtainedthestatisticsfor eachcategory,we usedthemin a

maximumlikelihoodclassifier,inwhichpreviouslyunclassifieddatapointsareassignedto the

classto whichtheyaremostlikely to belong.Followingclassification,iceconcentrationsare

calculatedusingdatainsidethecorrespondingSSM/I 25km x 25km grid boxes.

Theprocedurefor seaiceconcentrationcalculationduringsummerfrom Landsatimagery

wasdevelopedby Comiso andZwally [1982], and is based on the idea that during periods when

no new ice formation occurs, the spectrum of classes is reduced to open water and white ice. If

open water and white ice are the only two classes present, the assumption can be made that all

brightness values in between those classes must represent ice concentrations at sub-resolution.

Locations where a known state is assumed (i.e. 100% ice, 100% open water) are known as tie

points. This algorithm thus accounts more realistically for the presence of ice floes smaller than

the Landsat MSS or TM resolution, but will introduce errors when ice reflectance is variable.

The ice concentration (Cl) is derived using the equation

where,

Cr = [(B×- Bow)/( BwI - Bow)] * 100 (2)

gx

Bow =

Bwl =

Brightness value of the Landsat pixel,

Brightness value for open water, and

Brightness value for white ice minus one standard deviation.

Tie points were found using training areas for open water and large white ice floes, where Bwl
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representsthemeanbrightnessfor thatfloeminusonestandarddeviation.In thesubsequent

analysisthetie-pointalgorithmwasusedto calculateiceconcentrationsfor imagesduring

summerandearlyfall conditions,whenopenwater/blacknilasandwhite iceweretheonly

surfaceclassespresentandmeltpondingwasnotapparentin the imagery.

Unresolvedice featuressuchasleadsandicefloessmallerthantheLandsatfield-of-view

will bemisinterpretedcausinganerrorin thederivediceconcentration.Theseerrorshaveto be

consideredin light of thefactthatin somecases,for exampleduringbreakup, therelative

proportionof ice featuresthataresmallerthanIFOV of theMSS sensorcouldberelatively large.

Theaccuracyof Landsaticeconcentrationretrievalis discussedin Steffen and Schweiger (1991).

3.30LSProcessing

Because of much coarser resolution than Landsat, OLS data are not as suitable as the

former for discriminating new, young, and thick ice types and different surfaces. However, OLS

data have good enough resolution to provide at least the lower limit of the ice concentration. Ice

concentration is derived from OLS data by using the thresholding method in the winter or cold

months and a mixing algorithm that makes use of equation 2 in the summer, when the air

temperature is above freezing. The thresholding method was done through the use of an open

water threshold on an image by image basis. In each image, open water signature is identified by

inspection through computer graphics interaction and using contrast stretching and other image

enhancement techniques, if necessary. The threshold for open water is determined through

analysis of the frequency histograms ofpixels in predominantly open water areas. A value that is

2 standard deviations higher than the peak of water signature is usually chosen as the threshold.

In highly compact regions in which the width of leads is comparable to the size of each pixel, the



thresholdthat isusedis thatcorrespondingto thepixel with thehighestradiancethat

representsopenwater in the image.

I5

Themixing algorithmis used(insteadof thethresholdingtechnique)duringspringand

summerwhentheicecoverisundergoingbreakupandtheformationof newice is minimal. The

algorithmmakesuseof equation2 andtie pointsfor white iceandopenwaterthat are

determinedthroughstatisticalanalysisof theradiancesof white iceandopenwater in the image.

However,duringmelt conditions,thewhite iceusuallyturn to gray and the tie point for thick ice

has to be re-adjusted to minimize errors. While the techniques used for Landsat and OLS are

basically the same, the ice concentrations derived from OLS data are biased and generally lower

than those determined from Landsat data because in the former, the derived open water may be

contaminated by new ice or a small fraction of thick ice that are not detected due to limited

resolution. The error in the estimate of ice concentration from OLS data has been estimated to

be about 10 to 20% in general but is expected to be much smaller in consolidated ice regions

during winter and dry surface conditions.

4.0 Comparative Analyses of Derived Ice Concentrations

Comparative analyses in this study are confined to data from the two algorithms that are

most used in climatological and polar process studies and are archived in data centers. The

choice of study regions is influenced by the results of the Comiso et al. (1997) study and the

availability of cloud free visible channel data in the area of interest. Color-coded maps of the

monthly averages (July, August, September, and October 1992) for Team and Bootstrap

algorithm results and the differences are shown in Figure 7. The images show that the areas of

largest discrepancies are in the middle of the pack and especially in the Weddell Sea and the



Amundsen/RossSeasregion.Themainemphasisof this studyis thusto evaluatethetrue ice

conditions in these two areas.
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The regions of large discrepancies between the Team and Bootstrap Algorithms, as

discussed previously, are also regions of relatively low brightness temperatures. To gain insights

into the surface emission characteristics that may cause the discrepancies, daily brightness

temperature maps of the Antarctic region on September 30, 1992 at 6 SSM/I frequencies and

polarizations are presented in Figure 8. It is apparent that the contrast in brightness temperature

between the open ocean and sea ice is frequency dependent and is largest at 19 GHz. Such

contrast is necessary for accurate retrieval of ice concentration and hence the use of one or both

of these channels in the algorithms despite poorer resolution. In Figure 8, the sea ice-covered

region is easily identified in the 19 GHz maps while it is not so well defined in the 85 GHz maps.

Within the ice pack, spatial changes are also apparent with much higher sensitivity at the higher

frequencies to spatial changes in surface emissivities that are related to surface or subsurface

scattering properties. It should be noted that at 37 GHz and higher frequency channels, the

emissivity of open water can be higher than that of sea ice.

To show more quantitatively the frequency dependence over water and sea ice at various

frequencies, plots of brightness temperatures over a transect along 330 W (see short line in Fig.

8) are shown in Figure 9. The approximate location of the ice edge is represented by the vertical

dotted line. To the left of this line is open water while to the right is the sea ice cover. At the

marginal ice zone, all the SSM/I channels except the 85 GHz channels show marked increase in

brightness temperature from open water areas to the consolidated ice areas. The 19 GHz

channels show the largest jumps in brightness temperature, followed by the 22 GHz channel and
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thenthe37GHzchannel.At the iceedge(dottedline),thereis almostnochangein the 85

GHzbrightnesstemperaturesat bothchannelsbut within thepack,theverticalchannelvalues

slowly declineswhile thehorizontalchannelvaluesarealmostconstant. Also, datafrom all the

channelsappearto becoherentandsensitiveto thesamesurfaceeffects,exceptthosefrom the

85GHz channels,which appearto besensitiveto otherfactors.Theplotsshowthat despite

poorerresolutionat 19and37GHzchannels,the iceedgeprovidedby thesechannelsaremore

well defined,consistent,anddependablethanthoseprovidedbythe85GHz channels.The

verticaldottedline in theplotscorrespondsto 10-20%iceconcentration,which isusedfor ice

edgeandiceextentdeterminations.Fortrendanalysisof the iceextent,ability to accurately

infer the iceconcentrationvalueof the iceedgeconsistentlyis very importantaswill benoted

later.

Scatterplotsbetweenbrightnesstemperatures of two SSM/I channels and between

gradient and polarization ratios, as defined in Comiso et al. (1997), are presented in Figures 10a

and 10b. In the Bootstrap Algorithm, the tie-point for 100% ice is along the line AD, as labeled

in Figure 10a. In the NASA Team Algorithm, the tie-point for 100 % ice is along the line AB in

Figure 10b. Ice concentration is derived using a multichannel version of equation (1) and it is

apparent from the scatter plots that there are a lot more data points along the line AD (used by

the Bootstrap Algorithm) than along the line AB (used by the Team Algorithm). The question is

thus whether or not the data points along the line AD really represent 100% ice cover. It is

through the use of validation data sets, such as the OLS, AVHRR, and Landsat data that we try

to establish which assumption is correct. The OLS data have wide swath (about 1600 km) and

cover a large fraction of the Antarctic ice covered regions while the Landsat images are only
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about170km by 185km in areaandprovidemorelimited coverage.Thegeolocationsof the

Landsatimagesusedin this studyareshownin Figure3. Sincea largefractionof theseavailable

imagesarenearthecoastalareas(theywereoriginally requestedfor continentalboundary

studies),theuseof otherimageswith intermediateresolution(i.e.,OLSandAVHRR) is

importantevenjust to establishtheupperlimit in the iceconcentrationin otherareasandother

timeperiods.

4.1 The Weddell Sea

4.1.1 Large scale comparison with OLS images

The difference in ice concentrations in:the Antarctic, as derived from the Bootstrap and

Team algorithms, is largest in September as reported in Comiso et al. (1997) and shown

previously. It is fortuitous that a generally cloud free OLS image of the Weddell Sea was

acquired on September 30, 1992. The difference in the retrieval from both Bootstrap and Team

algorithms are even larger for these daily maps than those from the monthly averages with the

Bootstrap values generally larger than the Team values, the largest difference being about 40%

in the central Weddell Sea.

Selecting three study regions in the OLS image on September 30 that are not

contaminated by clouds (i.e., boxes 1, 2, and 3), the retrieved ice concentration data from OLS

and the Team and Bootstrap algorithms are shown in Figure 11. The ice concentrations derived

from OLS, Bootstrap, and Team Algorithms are 96.1%, 96.3%, and 74.2%, respectively in box

1, and 98.7%, 98.8%, and 74.8% in box 2. The average difference between the OLS and

Bootstrap ice concentrations is 0.8% while that between the OLS and the Team ice
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concentrationsis 22.9%.In box3, thecorrespondingvaluesare98.2%,98.8%,and94.3%,

indicatinggoodagreementin someregions. Slightly to thenorth,thediscrepanciesbetweenthe

BootstrapandTeamvaluesareapparentlyevenlargerbutwerenot quantitativelystudied

becauseof cloudeffectson theOLSimage.In Figure10aand10b,thedatapointscorresponding

to box 1,box 2, andbox3 areshownin blue,greenandred,respectively,to betterunderstand

how datafrom eachof theseboxesarerepresentedrelativeto thetie pointsusedby thetwo

algorithmtechniques.It isapparentthatin theseareasof consolidatedicecover,thepolarization

ratio isvery variableanddeviatesa lot from thetie pointAB in Figure 10b,suggesting

polarizationeffectsdueto layeringin thesnowor snow-iceinterface,aswell asotherfactors,as

describedby Mgitzler et al. (1984). In Figure 10c, plots of the frequency distribution of ice

concentrations derived from both algorithms are shown and it is apparent that the distribution for

consolidated ice data (near 100% C0 are very different with the standard deviations being

+3.4%, and +8.1%, respectively, for the Bootstrap and NASA Team data. The much larger

standard deviation in the Team data than the Bootstrap data reflects the much larger scatter of

consolidated ice data in the scatter plot of Figure 10b than that of Figure 10a and hence larger

uncertainties in the former. A similar analysis was done with a relatively cloud free image on

October 7, 1992 (Fig. 12) to illustrate that the effect is persistent and likely associated with

surface or subsurface characteristics. In this case, the ice concentrations from OLS, Bootstrap,

and Team are 98.0%, 97.0%, and 80.3%, respectively, in box 1 and 98.4%, 96.4%, and 98.1% in

box 2. Again, the Bootstrap results are in general agreement to those of OLS and the

discrepancies with the Team results further north are bigger than those in the southern region.

The areas of large discrepancies are just beyond the transition from the marginal ice zone to the

consolidated ice pack.
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4.1.2Small-scalecomparisonwith Landsatimages

It is againfortuitousthata cloudfreeLandsatimageduringSeptember18,1988in the

samegeneralareaof largediscrepanciesisavailableasshownin Figure 13. Becauseof much

higherresolution,theLandsatdatahavetheaccuracyrequirementneededto evaluatethe ice

concentrationproductwith high confidenceandcanbeusedto confirm thevalidity of theresults

from theOLSdata. A Landsatimageclassifiedby ice typesis shownin Figure13c,with 89.6%

whiteice,7.5%gray ice2.5%nilasand0.4%openwater.Openwateris only presentin anorth-

southorientedleadsasshownin asubsetof theLandsatimage(Fig. 13d).Evenif the lower

emissivitiesof grayiceandnilasweretakenintoaccount,the iceconcentrationexpectedfrom

passivemicrowavedatawouldbe98.3%.For this sameregion,theBootstrapAlgorithm yielded

100%iceconcentration(Fig. 13b)while theTeamAlgorithmresultwasabout65%(Fig. 13b),as

reportedpreviouslyby Steffen and Schweiger (1991). Although only one high resolution image

in the Weddell Sea area for this time period is available, it is apparent that the result from the

Landsat analysis is consistent with those from the OLS analysis. It is also apparent that for this

particular day, the location of large discrepancies between the Team and Bootstrap algorithms

are in the same general area as that shown in the September 1992 data.

4. 2 The Ross�Amundsen Seas

4.2.1 Large scale comparison with OLS images

The other area of large discrepancies between the Bootstrap and Team Algorithms is

located in the Ross Sea/Amundsen Sea region. The results of comparative analysis of a relatively

cloud free OLS image and SSM/I data, similar to that done in the Weddell Sea, are shown in
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Figure14.Theiceconcentrationsderivedfrom OLS,Bootstrap,andTeamalgorithmsare

98.9,95.0,and79.1%,respectively,onSeptember1, 1995. Similaranalysis(notshown)near

thesameareayieldedcorrespondingvaluesof 93.2,91.5,and77.4%onSeptember5, 1995and

93.7,93.6,and82.5%onSeptember10,1995. In thesecases,theareasof largediscrepancies

aredeeperinto thepackandmoreisolatedthanin theWeddellSea. It shouldbenotedthatthe

icecoverin thetwo regionsasobservedbytheOLS dataareusuallyhighlypackedandcloseto

100%in winter.

4.2.2 Smallscalecomparisonwith Landsatimages

A LandsatTM sceneof theRossSeasummericeconditionsin a locationindicatedin

Figure3 hasalsobeenanalyzed.TheimageacquiredonDecember16, 1988showeda compact

icecoverof approximately125km alongmostof thecontinentalcoast,andawell-definedice

margin(Fig. 15).Ice concentrationsabove90%werederivedusingthetwo passivemicrowave

algorithmsandtheLandsatthresholdmethodfor mostof thepackiceregion,whereasthemean

iceconcentrationwithin theLandsatimage(excludingiceshelvesandland)was73.0%for the

TeamAlgorithm, 83.8%for theBootstrapAlgorithm and89.2% for theLandsatclassification

respectively.BothBootstrapandLandsaticeconcentrationsprovidesimilarspatialice

concentrationvariability with smalldiscrepanciescloseto thelandandalongtheice margin.The

NASA Team derived ice concentration shows a similar spatial pattern with up to 10% lower

values in the pack ice region. Discrepancies along the continental coast are partly due to the

different microwave signature of ice shelves imbedded in the pack ice.

The Landsat MSS image from the Amundsen Sea on December 29, 1990 showed some

mid and low-level clouds, which however, did not hamper the ice typing (Fig. 16). Mid-level
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cloudsoverseaicewereclassifiedin theLandsatimagedueto their lowerreflectivity

comparedto theicesurface.Low-levelcloudsdid notaffectthe ice retrievalsincetheywere

semi-transparentandtheopenwaterregionscoveredby thesecloudsstill hada distinct

signature,which separatedthemfrom white ice.This classificationwouldnothavebeenpossible

duringwinter andspringperiodswheredifferenticeclassesarecommon.TheLandsatretrieval

revealedameaniceconcentrationof 85%,whereasthepassivemicrowaveretrievalsshowed

valuesof 83%for theTeamAlgorithm, and90%for theBootstrapAlgorithm, respectively.

Sincethis Landsatscenewaswell outsidethecoastalregion(Fig. 3), landcontaminationof the

passivemicrowavesignalcannotbeblamedfor theiceconcentrationdifference.However, the

datausedcorrespondto summerconditionswhenuncertaintiesin theretrievedmicrowavedata

areexpectedto behigherbecauseof surfacemelt conditions.

4. 3 Other Regions

Summer ice conditions were analyzed for the Bellinghausen Sea using a Landsat image

in December taken at the location indicated in Figure 3. The ice cover comprised of large ice

floes of up to 25 km in diameter with numerous small floes and some open water along the coast

(Fig. 17). The land and shelf ice regions were excluded from the analysis. The Landsat ice

classification using the threshold method revealed an ice concentration of 92%. The NASA

Team algorithm underestimated the Landsat ice concentration by 8%, and the Bootstrap

algorithm overestimated the Landsat derived ice concentration by 2%. Melt ponds were not

apparent in the Landsat TM image, however, flooding of small ice floes was observed along the

coastal polynya which probably explains the discrepancy of the NASA Team algorithm.

The ice cover along the southeast Antarctic coast (Fig. 3) was studied using a Landsat
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TM scenefrom November17,1989.Thescenecomprisedof a variety of different ice types,

ranging from open water (27%), young ice and nilas (20%), gray and gray-white ice (8%) and

white ice (45%) based on a tie-point maximum likelihood classification. Figure 18 shows the

Landsat TM channels 5, 3, 1 in a combined red-green-blue composite image. In this channel

combination, thin ice and flooded ice has a bluish color, and thin clouds have a reddish tone.

Both passive microwave algorithms underestimated the ice concentration. The NASA Team

algorithm showed only 51% ice concentration, a discrepancy of 22%, roughly the amount of

young ice and nilas found in the Landsat classification. The Bootstrap retrieval with 70% ice

concentration and a discrepancy of 3% seems to perform reasonable under these conditions.

4. 4 Sensitivity to Temperature and Emissivity

As pointed out by Comiso et al. (1997), the retrieval of sea ice concentration is sensitive

to spatial variations in surface ice temperature and emissivity. The larger sensitivity of the

Bootstrap Algorithm than the Team Algorithm to ice temperature was also been pointed out but

the spatial variability and the magnitude of the error has been estimated to be small in typical

Antarctic conditions (Comiso et al., 1992). This issue is further studied using surface

temperatures derived from AVHRR data as described by Comiso (2000), an examples of which

is a monthly average in September 1992 as shown in Figure 19a. As indicated in the image, there

are significant spatial changes in temperature from the marginal ice zone and into the ice pack

with the coldest being closest to the continent. Since the microwave emission detected by the

satellite usually emanates from the ice surface, AVHRR surface data are converted to snow/ice

interface temperature data using the regression results of Comiso et al. (1989). An ice

concentration map derived using emissivity data (that makes use of the AVHRR data to correct
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for temperatureeffects)is shownin Figure19bwhile thedifferencemapbetweentheoriginal

andcorrectedresultsis shownin Figure 19c. As indicated,thedifferencesin iceconcentration

betweenthetwo imagesarewithin about+ 2%. This indicates that the original technique does a

good job in taking account of spatial variations in surface ice temperatures. This is consistent

with the observed small spatial variability in the snow/ice interface temperature (standard

deviation of about + 2.5%) as reported by Comiso et al. (1989). The effect of temperature may

be significant in ice areas where there is no snow cover, as in young ice areas, and where it is

extremely cold, as the coastal regions of Antarctica. Future improvements in the algorithm will

include the use of 6 GHz channel data to correct for temperature effects, as described by Comiso

and Zwally (1997). Such algorithm would be most useful for data from the Advanced

Microwave Scanning Radiometer, scheduled for launch on board EOS-Aqua and ADEOS-2.

It is apparent that the large disagreements between the Team and Bootstrap Algorithms

are associated not with temperature but with the spatial variations in the emissivity (or

polarization) of sea ice. Much of the spatial variations in emissivity is supposed to be taken into

account through the use of a multi-channel algorithm (i.e., the use of AD or AB in Figs. 10a and

10b, respectively). As discussed previously, the use of polarization ratio is especially a problem

in some ice surfaces because the horizontal polarization is more sensitive to some surface and

subsurface characteristics (e.g., layering) than the vertical polarization as reported previously

(Mdtzler et al., 1984; Grenfell et al., 1994). The scatter plot in Figure 10b is an illustration that

the polarization for consolidated ice, especially in primarily seasonal sea ice regions, can vary

considerably. We have indicated earlier that some consolidated ice data points fall significantly

to the right of the line AB, used as the tie point for 100% ice, causing the concentrations derived
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5. Applications

5.1 New Ice, Polynyas, and Flux Studies

Among the most important features of the sea ice cover are the polynyas and leads since

these features can cause a profound influence 0nthe ocean circulation and the Earth's climate

system (Gordon and Comiso, 1988). The polynyas may be either coastal (latent heat) polynyas or
: : =::

deep ocean (sensible heat) polynyas. The coastal polynyas are usually caused by southerly wind

that advects ice to the north exposing surface water to the extremely cold atmosphere and

making this surface vulnerable to freezing. These coastal polynyas have been regarded as ice

factories and are the site of formation of cold and dense bottom water that circulates around the

2 .

globe. On the other hand, deep ocean polynyas as large as the state of California have been

observed in Central Weddell Sea in the 1970s and are often the site of deep ocean convection

that changes the vertical stratification of the water masses. The formation of ice in leads and

advancing ice edges also cause horizontal changes in the salinity and density of the water

:::_ :!:z! !!!!!

masses. It is thus important that sea ice data could identify these features.

As indicated earlier, true open water areas within the pack that are formed by divergence

due to wind forcing usually do not last very long. Within a few hours, the surface is filled by

frazil ice that consolidates to form nilas or pancakes (Fig. 1c), the emissivity of which varies

depending on thickness and is usually substantially different from that of thick ice (Grenfell et

al., 1992). This phenomenon is especially relevant along the coastal areas in the Antarctic, which

have been regarded as ice factories because of high rates of ice formation. The coastal regions
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arethereforenotedfor theabundanceof newandyoungice.Thequestionof interestis how to

characterizethepresenceof newandyoungice in theseregions.Sincethesurfaceis

continuouslyevolvingfrom greaseice to thicker icetypesit isnot easyto infer iceconcentration

becauseof timevarying emissivityandevenif successful,it isnot certainthattheresultswould
..... :

be meaningful. Since open water freezes within hours in winter, the daily average data would

provide practically 100% ice most of the time during this time period, considering that the error

is about 5 to 10%. An algorithm that would identify a surface covered by grease ice as 100% ice

concentration would therefore not show any feature within the ice pack. Areas of divergence and

polynyas will have the same value as areas of thick ice cover. Since the fluxes from new and thin

ice are an order of magnitude larger than those of thick ice (Maykut, 1978), the results from such

an algorithm would be of very limited use.

Among the most active and persistent coastaI polynyas in the Antarctic region are the

Ross Sea and Terra Nova Bay polynyas. The location and size of these polynyas are depicted in

the AVHRR image in Figure 20a with grayish signature. The corresponding ice concentration

map shown in Figure 20b show values ranging from 60% near the Ross Shelf and Terra Nova

polynya to 90% in the general vicinity. The true ice concentration is likely much higher but the

derived product shows a more realistic characterization of the ice cover. Note that the true

spatial distribution of ice in the region is difficult to infer from the AVHRR image because of

cloud cover but suggestions of reduced ice concentration or new ice near the Ross Shelf and the

Terra Nova polynya are apparent. Figure 21 are ice vector maps for the period (and other

periods) derived from passive microwave data using the technique reported by Kwok et al.

(1998), and indicate that the areas of 60% to 90% ice concentration are actually very active
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areas.This impliesthatpolynyasandleadsareconstantlybeingcreatedcausingtheformation

of newice thatgetsadvectedto thenorth. Theheatfluxesfrom thesetypesof icehavebeen

studied(Steffen,1991)andtheresultsshowproportionatesensitivityof thesefluxesto the

derivediceconcentrations.For example,becauseof loweremissivitythanthick ice, retrieved

iceconcentrationfrom nilas is about70%while ourestimateof heatflux from nilas is alsoabout

70%of thedifferenceof that from whiteice (i.e.,-45 wattsmZ),andopenwater(i.e., -785watts

m-2) for a surface air temperatures of-20 °C.

Enhancements in the algorithms to increase the sensitivity to and hence the ice

concentration for new ice cover is possible. The use of the Arctic Bootstrap algorithm that

makes additional use of the 37 GHz (H) versus 37 GHz (V) in the algorithm (Comiso, 1986),

provide higher ice concentrations in new ice areas, the reason being that sensitivity to new ice is

higher at higher frequencies because of shorter penetration depths. The 37 GHz (H) is

apparently less sensitive to thinner ice types than the 19 GHz (V) because of shorter wavelength

and penetration depth. The use of the 85 GHz channels has also been explored for even greater

sensitivity to the presence of new ice. Such technique has been utilized by Markus and Cavalieri

(2000) to come up with a new Team algorithm that provides higher concentrations not just in

new ice areas but also in other ice areas discussed in this paper. The 85 GHz data can provide

useful information about the ice cover because of higher resolution but the contrast between ice

and water at this frequency is not so good (see Fig. 9). Also, data at this frequency are highly

sensitive to snow cover and to adverse weather conditions which are not uncommon in the

Antarctic region.

A more complete information about the ice cover can be obtained by supplementing ice
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concentrationresultswith icetypeclassificationresults.Theability to delineatethe locationof

different ice regimes,especiallythoseof thenewicecovercouldcomealong way to an

improvedcharacterizationof the icecover.Thedeterminationof iceclassandiceconcentration

simultaneouslywouldprovidethetools for accurateestimatesfor heatandsalinity fluxesanda

full utilization of themicrowavedatafor polarprocessstudies.Someof thecurrentice

classificationtechniquestakeadvantageof multichanneldifferencesin averageemissivitiesin

different ice regimes,asin Massom et al. (1999), but improvements in the technique and further

validation are needed for accuracy in interpretation and better consistency.

5. 2 Ice Edge, Extent and Trend Studies

The large contrast in the emissivity of ocean and ice at some microwave frequencies

provides the means to easily find the location of the ice edge and hence the northern limit of the

ice cover at a good temporal (less than a day) resolution. The emissivity of ice and open water

are virtually indistinguishable near the ice edge until the ice concentration reaches about 10%.

Figure 9 shows a gradual but consistent increase in brightness temperature at all SSM/I

frequencies, except the 85 GHz channels, from open water region and into the ice pack. The ice

edge can be consistently located by passive microwave data at a specific ice concentration level

as long as the calibration and resolution of the sensors are consistent. The potential for errors

associated with the use of data from different sensors with different resolutions and possibly

different calibrations is illustrated in Figure 22. Yearly annual averages of extent from SMMR

are compared with those from SSM/I in the plots using both Bootstrap and Team ice

concentration data and it is apparent that trend results from the two algorithms are not consistent.

The difference is partly due to the use of different techniques for estimating ice concentration
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andhencethe 15%iceedge(e.g.,Fig. 9)andalsoin themaskingof ice-free surfaces. It is

also apparent that the differences between the Bootstrap and Team ice extent values changes

from SMMR to SSM/I data. This may have something to do with differences in resolution

which for SMMR and SSM/I are 30 km and 45 km, respectively, at 19 GHz. The Bootstrap and

Team algorithms uses different combinations of both vertical and horizontal channels at 19 GHz

and 37 GHz to derive ice concentration and therefore are not expected to provide identical ice

extents since the position of the ice edges determined by the two techniques are different. It

should be noted that a difference of about a pixel in the location of the ice edge causes a

difference in the Antarctic ice extent of about 16% in the summer and 3% in the winter. This

indicates that accuracy and consistency of summer ice data is important, especially when data

from different sensors are assembled.

The satellite ice concentration data provide the most consistent record of ice extent and

actual ice area within the ice pack. Long term records of monthly anomalies in ice extent, actual

ice area, and average ice concentration derived with the Bootstrap algorithm are shown in Figure

23. The results of linear regression analysis, using the monthly anomalies, show a slightly

positive trend for ice extent (Fig. 23a) and good consistency with that derived from yearly values

in Figure 22. The trend for actual ice area (Fig. 23b) is, however, also shown to be higher than

that of the ice extent. About 80% of the difference in the trends of actual ice area and ice extent

can be explained by the apparent rate of increase in ice concentration (Fig. 23c) during the 20-

year period. While efforts were made to make the data set consistent during the short overlap

period between SMMR and SSM/I (about a month in winter) a bias may still exits since it is not

known how the two compares during the other seasons, especially during summer, when a bias
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of evenjust onepixel cancauseasignificantdifferenceasnotedabove. It is interestingto

note that the trends are very different when only the SMMR or the SSM/I data are used. Some

differences are expected since the record lengths and the time periods are different. But part of

the difference may have to do with the reduction and interpretation of the data. It should be

noted that if one set of data (i.e., SSM/I) has a constant offset of 1% of the estimated extent, it

would cause a change in trend of about 0.6%/decade. This is an important consideration since

the Bootstrap and Team data show trends of 0. I l+0.33%/decade and 1.25+0.40%/decade,

respectively, while Bjorgo et al. (1997) shows a negative but insignificant trend.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The true characteristics of the Antarctic sea ice cover have been studied using satellite

high and medium resolution visible and infrared sensors as well as the relatively coarse

resolution microwave sensors. The high-resolution data provide the details in both spatial and

seasonal variability in the physical characteristics of the sea ice cover that enables an improved

interpretation of sea ice products derived from passive microwave data. The large discrepancies

in ice concentrations derived from the Bootstrap and Team Algorithms have also been evaluated

through comparative analysis with results from high-resolution data. Both passive microwave

algorithms show a good general overview of the sea ice cover and an inherent weakness to detect

slush and shuga ice cover as was demonstrated during freeze-up in the Cosmonaut Sea (Fig. 3,

Table I). In large areas within the ice pack, especially in the Weddell Sea, Amundsen Sea, and

Ross Sea regions (Figs. 13, 16, 17; Table 1), where the Bootstrap and Team algorithm results

differ substantially, the OLS and Landsat data provide relatively high concentrations showing

good agreement with those from the Bootstrap Algorithm. Because of the dominance of snow
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coveredthick ice in theseareas,the lackof agreementwith theTeamAlgorithm resultsis

likely associatedwith layeringandfloodingthataffectsthepolarizationwhich is akey parameter

utilizedby theTeamAlgorithm.

Thepassivemicrowaveiceconcentrationdata,however,donotalwaysprovidethetrue

iceconcentration,especiallyinvery activeandpredominantlynewice regions.Seaice is a

continuouslyevolvingentitity thatchangesin thicknessandphysicalpropertiesandhence

radiativecharacteristics.Theemissivityof newly formedice is similar to that of openwaterat

theveryearlystagesandgraduallyincreaseto thatof thick iceata laterstage.Statistically,the

tie pointsfor 100%icecurrentlyusedby existingalgorithmscorrespondto thoseof thick ice.

The results in predominantly new ice areas are therefore slightly lower than the true ice

concentrations as strictly defined. However, it should be pointed out that ice concentration

products that follow the strict definition of ice concentration would have very limited value since

within errors, the entire ice pack would be practically all 100% ice. The identification of

locations of new ice, divergence, and polynya areas is important in polar process studies. An ice

cover product that provides a means for quantifying these areas and interpretation of their effects

would be more important. Fortuitously, the thickness of new ice increases proportionately with

ice concentration and with heat (and salinity) fluxes between the ocean and the atmosphere. The

reduction in ice concentration due to the presence of new ice enables the identification of the

features in the ice pack and a more accurate characterization of the ice cover.

Enhancements in the algorithm that makes use of higher frequency channels that are

more sensitive to new ice can be made. An enhanced Team algorithm that makes use of the 85

GHz data has been introduced to make estimates closer to the true ice concentration. The dual
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polarized37GHz channelcanalsobeusedby theBootstrapAlgorithm, aswasdonein the

Arctic region,to get thevaluesin thin ice regioncloserto thetrue iceconcentration.However,

muchof thevaluableinformationaboutthe icecover,suchaslocationandextentsofpolynyas

andleads,wouldbelost in suchatechniquesincetheicecoverbeyondtheiceedgewouldbe

virtually 100%all over.An iceclassificationalgorithmthatmakesuseof multichanneldatato

detectthedifferent iceregimeswithin theicepackwouldbedesirableasacomplementof the ice

concentrationproduct.Suchcombination,usedin tandemwouldenableamoreextensive

utilization of thedata,especiallyfor heatandsalinity flux andmassbalancestudies.

Our resultsalsoindicatethat satellitedataprovidethebestmeansfor monitoringtheice

extentandactualice area. It is, however,very importantthattrendanalysisis donewith great

care,especially,whendatafrom different sensorsareusedfor differenttimeperiods. Evenslight

changesin resolutionmaycausesignificantchangesin thetrendvaluesfor iceextent. Overlap

periodsshouldat leastincludethesummerbutpreferablyonewholeyear,to enable

intercalibrationof thedifferentsensorsandensurethaticeextentandiceareaareconsistently

derived.
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List of Figures:

. Aircraft photographs of (a) grease ice; (b) Gray ice with flooding from wave interaction; (c)

pancake ice and finger rafting;(d) finger rafting with frost and salt flowers; (e) ridged ice; and

(f) gray and gray-white ice with refrozen lead.

. Helicopter photograph of a typical Antarctic sea ice cover within the ice pack in September

1989 during the Weddell Gyre Experiment, showing ridges, flooded surfaces, and RV

Polarstern in a lead area.

3. Antarctic map showing the seven locations of Landsat and SSM/I intercomparison.

°

,

.

Landsat TM image from Cape Alan and Cape Batterbee region, March 27, 1989 The image

depicts a slush and shuga ice cover in (a), whereas, the sub-scene shows wind and wave

interaction with suga ice cover and ice bergs (b). NCEP 500 hPa geopotential height (e.g.,

570 x 10 m)(c), and NCEP surface temperature in degree Kelvin (d) are shown for the same

data the Landsat scene was acquired.

Landsat TM image, Cape Batterbee and Magnet Bay, November 24, 1989, with compact

pack ice in a matrix of gray ice and nilas (a); numerous ice bergs frozen in fast ice of the

magnet Bay (b), large dark surface area of Cape Batterbee represents a nilas ice cover (c),

and sub-scene of large ice floes showing digital enhanced surface structure of refrozen

conglomerate of different ice floes (d).

Monthly average of cloud free AVHRR Channel 1 (0.6 p,m) GAC data in the last weeks of

(a) March 1989, and (b) November 1989, and SSM/I data in the last weeks of (c) March 1989



and(d) November1989.
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. Ice concentration and difference maps in ice concentration using Team and Bootstrap

techniques for July, August, September and October 1992.

. Brightness temperature maps of the Antarctic region on September 30, 1992 at 6 SSM/I

frequencies and polarizations.

. Brightness temperatures for all SSM/I channels and ice concentration along the 330

Longitude (indicate by white or black line in Fig, 8). The vertical dotted line indicates the

approximate location of the ice edge where the ice concentration is 15 to 20%.

10. Scatter Plots of (a) 19 GHz (V) versus 37 GHz (V); (b) Gradient versus polarization ratio

using data on September 30, 1992. The green, red, and yellow dots are from box 1, 2, and 3,

respectively shown in Figure I 1. (c) Frequency histogram of ice concentrations in the

Antarctic using the Bootstrap (solid thick) and Team (solid thin) algorithms.

11. (a) OLS visible data on September 30, 1992 and location of study areas; (b) Classified OLS

image in Box 1, 2, and 3; (c) Bootstrap ice concentrations over the same general area as (a)

with the study areas identified; and (d) Team ice concentration over the same general area as

(a) with study areas identified.

12. (a) OLS visible data on October 7, 1992 and location of 2 study areas; (b) Classified OLS

data in boxes 1 and 2; (c Bootstrap ice concentrations over the same general area as (a) with

study areas identified; (d) Team ice concentrations over the same general area as (a) with

study areas identified.
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13.(a)Passivemicrowave-derivediceconcentration(Bootstrapalgorithm)onSeptember18,

1988;(b) Ice concentrationmapderivedusingtheLandsatimage,NASA Team,and

Bootstrapalgorithm(colorcodefor iceconcentrationis givenin (a)) for thesamedaywith

the locationof theLandsatimagein (a) identifiedby a box;and(c) iceconcentration

derivedusingthemaximumlikelihoodclassifierwith LandsatMSSchannel4. Thebox in (c)

is enlargedon theright to showthesmallamountof openwaterin leads.

14. Comparisonof OLS,Bootstrap,andTeamdatain theRossSeaon September1, 1995.

15.LandsatTM comparisonfor theRossSea,December16,1988;(a)TM channels2, 3 4 as

colorcompositeblue-red-greenimage;(b) Landsaticeconcentrationwith meanvalueof

89.2%,(c) TeamAlgorithm iceconcentrationwith meanvalueof 83.8%,and(d) Bootstrap

iceconcentrationwith meanvalueof 89.2%for each25km x 25km pixel accordingto the

color code.

16.LandsatMSS comparisonfor theAmundsenSea,December1990.ThisLandsatimagewas

classifiedusingchannel4 for ice typing (a)usingthethresholdmethod,andchannel2 and4

for clouddetection. Thecolor-codedclassifiedscenedepictsanaverageiceconcentrationof

85% for theLandsatscene(lowerpanel).Thepassivemicrowavederivediceconcentrations

were83%for theTeamalgorithm,and90%for theBootstrapalgorithm,respectively.

17.LandsatTM datain theBellinghausenSeaonDecember15,1988.Most of thedarkregions

shownon this imageareregionscoveredwith blacknilaswhichcanbedetectedwith a



digitally stretchedimage.Theresultingmeaniceconcentrationsare92%,84%,and

94%for Landsat,Team,andBoostrapalgorithms,respectively.
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18. LandsatTM scenein thewesternPacificOceanonNovember17,1989. Largeareasare

coveredwith brashice,grayiceandshuga,resultingin iceconcentrationsof 73%,51%,and

70%,respectively,for theLandsat,Team,andBootstrapalgorithms.

19.(a)Surfacetemperaturemapsfor September1992;and(b) Ice concentrationmapsusingthe

datain (a)andatemperaturecorrectedalgorithmand(c) differencemapof (b) and(a).

20. (a)AVHRR LAC imageof theRossSeaonMay 22, 1995;and(b) iceconcentrationfrom

SSM/IdatausingtheBootstrapAlgorithm onMay 22, 1995.

21. Icevectorsin theRossSeaandAmundsenSearegionderivedusingtime seriesof passive

microwavedatafor theperiods(a)Marchto April 1992;(b) May to June1992;(c) July to

August,1992;and(c) Septemberto October1992. Thevectorsshowstrongiceadvections

adjacentto theRossShelf.(Plotprovidedby R. Kwok, JetPropulsionLaboratory).

22. Plotsof (a) annualAntarcticseaiceextentsderivedfrom theBootstrap(uppercurve)and

Team(lower curve)algorithms;and(b) differencebetweenBootstrapandTeamvalues.

23.Plotsof monthlyanomaliesin (a) iceextent;(b) actualicearea;and(c) iceconcentration

from 1978through2000derivedusingBootstrapalgorithmiceconcentrationdata.
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Table 1" Landsat MSS and TM scenes used in the ice concentration (L) comparison with

SSM/I derived values from the Team Algorithm (T) and Boot Strap Algorithm (B). The locations

of the Landsat scenes are shown in Figure 3.

Scene Fig. Date Sensor Ice conc. (%) Ice conditions

L/T/B

4 Mar27, 1989 TM 72/40/50 slush, shuga and pancake ice

2 5 Nov 24, 1989 TM 99 / 82 / 91 white ice floes with nilas and gray ice

18 Nov 17, 1989 TM 73/51/70 white ice floes, youngice, nilas and gray ice

15 Dec 16, 1988 TM 89 / 73 / 84 / white ice with shuga along the ice edge and open water

16 Dec 29, 1990 MSS 85 / 83 / 90 white ice floes of varying size

17 Dec 15, 1988 TM 92 / 84 / 94 white ice, gray ice, nilas, and open water

13 Sept 18, 1988 MSS 100/65 / 100 white ice, gray ice and trace of open water in a few leads
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